ABC...xyz was inspired by a challenge - create an animal drawing for each letter of the alphabet. When I finished, I loved the illustrations so much that this ABC...xyz collection was born.

There are alphabet and animal themed prints, puzzles, building blocks and geometric shapes in a Boho-chic color palette that’s perfect for children of all ages. Two panels complete the collection - an alphabet soft-book, and a panel with each letter and animal that can be used for pillows, totes, and an alphabet quilt.

AUGUST DELIVERY

SIH 073 Building Blocks 67” x 75”

SIH 072 Plus One 60” x 80”

SIH 071 All Wrapped Up 2.0 46” x 60”
SIH 074 Alphabet Log Cabin Multi 66” x 66”

SIH 075 Alphabet Stars 66” x 66”

Bella Solid Coordinates

11 263 232 102 118

Cut and Sew Panels

Moda Fabrics • Supplies • moda fabics.com
20811 11 ABC Panel 36" x 44"
Blocks are approx. 6.5" x 6.5"

AUGUST DELIVERY
ABC...xyz by Stacy Iest Hsu
AUGUST DELIVERY

• 34 Prints  • 100% Premium Cotton
JRs, LCs, MCs & PPs include 32 skus plus two each of 20813 & 20816-14 - 21.